PGI Proxy Voting Policy_______________
Policy
The Advisers1 believe that proxy voting and the analysis of corporate governance issues, in
general, are important elements of the portfolio management services provided to advisory
clients. The Advisers’ guiding principles in performing proxy voting are to make decisions
that (i) favor proposals that tend to maximize a company's shareholder value and (ii) are not
influenced by conflicts of interest. These principles reflect the Advisers’ belief that sound
corporate governance creates a framework within which a company can be managed in the
interests of its shareholders. Accordingly, the Advisers have adopted the policy and
procedures set out below, which are designed to ensure that the Advisers comply with legal,
fiduciary, and contractual obligations with respect to proxy voting.
Proxy Voting Procedures
The Advisers have implemented these procedures with the premise that portfolio management
personnel base their determinations of whether to invest in a particular company on a variety
of factors, and while corporate governance is one such factor, it may not be the primary
consideration. As such, the principles and positions reflected in the procedures are designed
to guide in the voting of proxies, and not necessarily in making investment decisions.

Institutional Shareholder Services
Based on the Advisers’ investment philosophy and approach to portfolio construction, and
given the complexity of the issues that may be raised in connection with proxy votes, the
Advisers have retained the services of Institutional Shareholder Services (“ISS”). ISS offers
proxy voting solutions to institutional clients globally. The services provided to the Advisers
include in-depth research, voting recommendations, vote execution, recordkeeping, and
reporting.
The Advisers have elected to follow the ISS Standard Proxy Voting Guidelines (the
“Guidelines”), which embody the positions and factors that the Advisers’ Portfolio
Management Teams (“PM Teams”) generally consider important in casting proxy votes. The
Guidelines address a wide variety of individual topics, including, among other matters,
shareholder voting rights, anti-takeover defenses, board structures, the election of directors,
executive and director compensation, reorganizations, mergers, and various shareholder
proposals. In connection with each proxy vote, ISS prepares a written analysis and
recommendation (“ISS Recommendation”) that reflects ISS’s application of the Guidelines to
the particular proxy issues. ISS Proxy Voting Guidelines Summaries are accessible to all PM
Teams on the ISS system.
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The Advisers have various Portfolio Manager Teams organized by asset classes and investment strategies

Voting Against ISS Recommendations
On any particular proxy vote, Portfolio Managers may decide to diverge from the Guidelines.
Where the Guidelines do not direct a particular response and instead list relevant factors, the
ISS Recommendation will reflect ISS’s own evaluation of the factors. If the Portfolio
Manager’s judgment differs from that of ISS, a written record is created reflecting the
process.

Conflicts of Interest
The Advisers have implemented procedures designed to prevent conflicts of interest from
influencing proxy voting decisions. These procedures include our use of the Guidelines
and ISS Recommendations. Proxy votes cast by the Advisers in accordance with the
Guidelines and ISS Recommendations are generally not viewed as being the product
of any conflicts of interest because the Advisers cast such votes pursuant to a predetermined policy based upon the recommendations of an independent third party.
Client Direction
Clients may choose to vote proxies themselves, in which case they must arrange for their
custodians to send proxy materials directly to them. Upon request, the Advisers can
accommodate individual Clients that have developed their own guidelines with ISS
or another proxy service. Clients may also discuss with the Advisers the possibility
of receiving individualized reports or other individualized services regarding proxy
voting conducted on their behalf.
Abstaining from Voting Certain Proxies
The Advisers shall at no time ignore or neglect their proxy voting responsibilities.
However, there may be times when refraining from voting is in the Client’s best interest,
such as when the Advisers’ analysis of a particular proxy issue reveals that the cost
of voting the proxy may exceed the expected benefit to the Client. Such proxies may
be voted on a best-efforts basis. These issues may include, but are not limited to
restrictions for share blocking countries, untimely notice of shareholder meetings, and
requirements to vote proxies in person.

